
APPSUITE: UPDATE 2.0

Swipe left to find out what‘s new!

SWIPE LEFT



A new level has been added to 
the standard home screen. Tap 
on the main buttons to get to 
AppSuite‘s main areas.

START DEMO 1

Start a newly integrated demo 
project which presents the core 
features of AppSuite.

BROWSE APPS 2

Browse all installed apps and 
widgets.

HELP / SUPPORT 3

Opens a PDF widget with a brief 
documentation about AppSuite.

HOME SCREEN  NEW



A newly integrated and prein-
stalled demo project presents 
AppSuite‘s main features.

To start the demo project, tap on 
the respective button on the ini-
tial level of home screen or acti-
vate the demo project as main 
view in the views section.

DEMO PROJECT  NEW



AppSuite now supports obect 
recogniton for all LCD-based 
touchscreens.

To access the object recognition 
wizard, go to the config of a view 
mod.

OBJECT RECOGNITION FOR LCD TOUCHSCREENS  NEW



Views opened in windows can 
now nest further views within the 
existing window. 

Therefore, a new toolbar opens 
with a button to get back to pre-
vious levels.

NESTING WITHIN VIEWS  NEW



Simple design, extremely versa-
tile: layer several click areas on 
an individual background. These 
serve as buttons, which will start 
the desired apps and widgets at 
a touch. That way you can create 
various start menus for apps and 
widgets.

Each button can have an indivi-
dual graphic and shape and you 
can position & configure it with 
miscellaneous parameters.

VIEW APP: AREA VIEW  NEW



Transform your next team mee-
ting into an interactive multime-
dia experience with this smart 
multiuser whiteboard software 
for all larger touchscreens: Open 
various photos, graphics, PDF 
pages or video frames and tag 
them with remarks, symbols and 
annotations.

The results are tagged and anno-
tated collage images, which can 
be exported and forwarded for 
further review. For faster results 
and smarter decision making in 
discussions, team meetings and 
workshops.

PRESENTATION APP: WHITEBOARD  NEW



MORE UPDATES

+   Optimized dimension settings for windows

+   Scroll support for mouse wheels in AppManager

+   New AppSuite auto installer

+   New 2-parameter setting type for sizes

+   Easier scaling of apps and widgets via relative scaling factors

+   All windows will now open completely within screen space

+   3D widget: new min / max zoom setting

+   PDF widget: optimized rendering without embedded fonts

+   Optimized hand gesture for window movements (3+ fingers)

+   ... and many more!


